A nonsense mutation in the enamelin gene causes local hypoplastic autosomal dominant amelogenesis imperfecta (AIH2).
Amelogenesis imperfecta (AI) is an inherited tooth disorder affecting tooth enamel formation only. A gene for autosomal dominant AI, the local hypoplastic form, has been localized to a 4 Mb region on chromosome 4q (AIH2). The enamelin gene (ENAM ), has been mapped to chromosome 4q21, to the same region as AIH2, and was recently shown to be mutated in patients with smooth and thin hypoplastic autosomal dominant AI (ADAI). In this study, we describe an ENAM mutation causing the local hypoplastic form of ADAI, a phenotype that accounts for 27% of the autosomally inherited cases in Northern Sweden. This nonsense mutation in the enamelin gene results in a truncated peptide of 52 amino acids as compared with 1142 amino acids of the normal protein. Our results show that while a splice site mutation is associated with smooth and thin hypoplastic AI, a base substitution resulting in a shorter peptide causes local hypoplasia of the enamel, a milder form of AI. These findings support ENAM as a disease gene, and shed new light on the molecular mechanism of the disease and to the function of the enamelin protein in enamel formation.